
 
Team Manager:   
Major A and B, Minor A and B 
The Manager assists the coaches by relaying vital team communications from 
coaches to parents. This includes email distribution of the team list to the coaches 
and parents with contact numbers and email addresses, and game and practice 
schedules. For these divisions, notices sent out to parents regarding games should 
include all or some of the following information: date; field location with directions 
(if necessary); arrival time for pre-game warmup and game time; snack/bench 
parent duty; score keeping duty; and field prep duty. Managers make up a duty 
roster for the parents of each child on the team, scheduling the parents on a 
rotational basis. The Manager may also assign a parent to help with uniform 
distribution and collection. Parents are responsible for contacting another team 
parent to substitute if they have a conflict with a scheduled duty.  Please note that 
team duties are in addition to and independent of your volunteer duty to the 
league.  
 
Tee Ball Grade One and Kindergarten 
The Manager assists the coaches by relaying vital team communications from 
coaches to parents. This includes email distribution of the team list to the coaches 
and parents with contact numbers and email addresses, and game and practice 
schedules. For these divisions, notices sent out to parents regarding games should 
include all or some of the following information: date; field location with directions 
(if necessary); arrival time for pre-game warmup and game time; and snack/bench 
parent duty. Managers make up a duty roster for the parents of each child on the 
team, scheduling the parents on a rotational basis. The Manager may also assign a 
parent to help with uniform distribution and collection. Parents are responsible for 
contacting another team parent to substitute if they have a conflict with a 
scheduled duty.  Please note that team duties are in addition to and independent of 
your volunteer duty to the league.  
 
 


